
Spring 2 

This term everyone returned to class and we 

started our school learning with a delayed 

World Book Day! Everyone dressed up in 

fantastic costumes, even the teachers who 

came in dressed as characters from Charlie 

and the chocolate factory. 

In English, we were looking at instructional texts; writing instructions for how to make a 

sandwich: a magical potion and how to be us for the day with our daily routine. We 

then moved on to looking at Wallace and Gromit’s Cracking Contraptions and invented 

our own machines that we wrote instructional texts for. 

Maths this term has been looking at drawing and measuring angles; translating and         

reflecting shapes; volume and capacity and finally area and perimeter. It’s been very busy 

with lots of practical activities inside and outside too. 

In Topic we have completed our unit based upon the Ancient Greeks. We have looked at 

the buildings of Ancient Greece and constructed out own temples in DT. We have studied 

the Olympics, Greek Gods, Famous Greeks and made masks that the Greeks used when 

performing plays. 

In Science we have finished looking at the properties of materials, completing many       

experiments that would have been tricky (and messy!) to do while we were home      

learning. 



Our Religious Education has been very busy this term with our Other Faiths week (before 

everyone returned) and then our Lent and Holy week Studies. In Year 5, the faith that we 

learnt about was Sikhism. We found out about how and when it started; we looked at  

sacred buildings and scriptures and the beliefs of the Sikh community. We found it very  

interesting and learnt lots of new information. 

Looking at our own faith we studied Lent 

and Holy week. We made Lenten promises 

and thought about how we should behave 

during Lent. We read about Jesus being 

tempted in the desert, his journey into Je-

rusalem and how he found the temple had 

been used by traders. We imagined how 

Jesus would be feeling at this time and the 

difficult choices he had to make. Then, af-

ter studying Palm Sunday, we spent the last 

two weeks of the term learning about all 

the events of Holy week: the week leading 

up to Jesus’ crucifixion.  

We wrote in role, completed pictures 

and thought about how everyone 

would be feeling at the trial of Jesus in 

drama. 

Throughout this term we have been practicing our 

4,6,7,8 and 9 times tables. We have been learning to 

recall them quickly and out of order. Once we had 

passed a table we had a sticker which then entered us 

in a raffle at the end. Mihai won the raffle, with Lena, 

Maria and Iva all getting prizes too. Well done!  


